
Actions in Combat
Attack. Take one of the below actions
Basic Attack: Roll d20 + Str/Dex modifier +proficiency bonus 

vs. target’s AC. If you meet or exceed the AC, roll weapon 
damage and add Str/Dex modifier.

Disarm: Roll a basic attack vs. target’s Strength (Athletics) 
or Dexterity (Acrobatics) check. If you exceed the target’s 
roll it drops an item held in one hand. If the item is held 
in two hands, you have disadvantage on the attack roll. If 
the target is larger than the attacker, it has advantage. If 
smaller, it has disadvantage.

Grapple: Make a Strength (Athletics) check contested by the 
target’s Strength (Athletics) or Dexterity (Acrobatics) 
check. If you exceed the target’s roll,  it is grappled.

Overrun: Make a Strength (Athletics) check contested by 
the target’s Strength (Athletics) check. If you exceed the 
target’s roll, you can move through its space once this turn.

Shove: Make a Strength (Athletics) check contested by the 
target’s Strength (Athletics) or Dexterity (Acrobatics) 
check. If you exceed the target’s roll,  you may knock it 
prone or  push it 5 feet away from you. You can make the 
ability check with disadvantage to move it 5 feet in the 
direction of your choice.

Tumble: Make a Dexterity (Acrobatics) check contested by 
the target’s Dexterity (Acrobatics) check. If you exceed the 
target’s roll,  you can move through its space once this turn.

Cast a Spell. You cast a spell has a casting time of 1 action.
Dash. Use your action to move your speed again.
Disengage. Your movement doesn’t provoke opportunity 

attacks this turn.
Dodge. Until the start of your next turn, attacks against you 

have disadvantage, and your Dexterity saving throws have 
advantage.

Help. You give one creature advantage on one ability check it 
makes before the start of your next turn, or on an attack 
against a target within 5 feet of you.

Hide. Make a Dexterity (Stealth) check to become hidden.
Ready. You prepare one action to take right after a specified 

trigger condition is met. The readied action uses your 
reaction.

Search. Make a Wisdom (Perception) check or an 
Intelligence (Investigation) check to find or spot 
something.

Use an Object. Interact with a second object, or use an 
object that requires an action.

Targets in Areas of Effect
Area    Number of Targets
Cone    Size ÷ 10 (round up)
Cube or square   Size ÷ 5 (round up)
Circle, cylinder, or sphere Radius ÷ 5 (round up)
Line    Length ÷ 30 (round up)

Mob Attacks
d20 Roll Attackers Needed
 Needed    for One to Hit
     1-5   1
    6-12   2
  13-14   3
  15-16   4
  17-18   5
     19                10
     20                20

Improvising Damage
Dice Examples
  1d10 Burned by coals, hit by a falling bookcase, pricked by 
 a poison needle
  2d10 Being struck by lightning, stumbling into a fire pit
  4d10 Hit by falling rubble, stumbling into a vat of acid
10d10 Crushed by compacting walls, hit by whirling steel 
 blades, wading through a lava stream
18d10 Being submerged in lava, being hit by a crashing 
 flying fortress
24d10 Tumbling into a vortex of fire on the Elemental Plane 
 of Fire, being crushed in the jaws of a godlike 
 creature or a moon-sized monster

Damage Severity and Level
    Level Setback      Dangerous      Deadly
  1st–4th    1d10            2d10  4d10
 5th–10th    2d10            4d10           10d10
11th–16th    4d10          10d10           18d10
17th–20th  10d10          18d10           24d10

System Shock
d10 The creature...
   1 Drops to 0 hit points
 2-3 Drops to 0 hit points but is stable
 4-5 Is stunned until the end of its next turn
 6-7 Can’t take reactions and has disadvantage on attack 
 rolls and ability checks until the end of its next turn
8-10 Can’t take reactions until the end of its next turn

Object Armor Class
Substance          AC  Substance          AC
Cloth, paper, rope       11  Iron, steel           19
Crystal, glass, ice         13  Mithral            21
Wood, bone           15  Adamantine           23
Stone            17

Object Hit Points
Size           Fragile Resilient
Tiny (bottle, lock)         2 (1d4)   5 (2d4)
Small (chest, lute)         3 (1d6) 10 (3d6)
Medium (barrel, chandelier)   4 (1d8) 18 (4d8)
Large (cart, 10’×10’ window)  5 (1d10) 27 (5d10)

Lingering Injuries
d20 Injury
    1 Lose an Eye. Disadvantage on ranged attack rolls and 
 Wisdom (Perception) checks relying on sight. It heals 
 with the regenerate spell.
    2 Lose Arm or Hand. Hold only one object at a time, 
 and only in one hand. It heals with the regenerate spell.
    3 Lose a Foot or Leg. Your speed on foot is halved, 
 and you must use a cane, crutch, or prosthetic 
 to walk. After using the Dash action, you fall prone. 
 Disadvantage on Dexterity checks to balance. It heals 
 with the regenerate spell.
    4 Limp. Your speed on foot is reduced by 5 feet. After 
 using the Dash action, if you fail a DC 10 Dexterity 
 saving throw, you fall prone. It heals with any magical 
 healing.
  5-7 Internal Injury. When you take an action, if you fail 
 a DC 15 Constitution saving throw, you lose the 
 action and cannot take reactions until the start of 
 your next turn. It heals with any magical healing, or if 
 you spend 10 days doing nothing but resting.
 8-10 Broken Ribs. This has the same effect as internal 
 injury above, except that the save DC is 10.
11-13 Horrible Scar. You are disfigured, gaining 
 disadvantage on Charisma (Persuasion) checks and 
 advantage on Charisma (Intimidation) checks. It 
 heals with magical healing of 6th level or higher.
14-16 Festering Wound. HP maximum reduced by 1 every 
 24 hours. When it reaches 0, you die. It heals with ten 
 DC 15 Wisdom (Medicine) checks (once per day).
17-20 Minor Scar. No adverse effect.

Critical Hits
d10 (Location) Affected Area    d20 (Severity) Effects
   1  Tail, left leg, or lower left area  1-5  Roll damage dice twice
   2  Tail, right leg, or lower right area                6-10  Knock target prone
   3  Left arm, wing, or flank                11-14  Target’s speed is 0 until end of its next turn
   4  Right arm, wing, or flank                15-16  Target stunned until end of its next turn
 5-6  Abdomen or middle area                   17  Area gains a lingering injury
 7-8  Chest or middle area    18  Roll damage dice a third time
   9  Throat or upper area    19  Target cannot regain hit points
 10  Head or upper area    20  Instant death


